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Abstract

In the study of multi-component mass transfer it is common to use the 5lm model, in which all the resistance to mass transfer across
a phase boundary is assumed to be localized in two 5lms on both sides of the interface. At the phase boundary one assumes that the
temperature and chemical potentials are continuous, i.e. there is equilibrium across the interface. The coupling of a possible heat 9ux to
the mass 9uxes across the interface is neglected. Using irreversible thermodynamics for heterogeneous systems, we show how to write 9ux
equations for heat and mass transfer across these 5lms, but without these assumptions. The system as a whole can be very far from global
equilibrium, but there is local equilibrium everywhere, including in the interface. The interface is introduced as a separate thermodynamic
system between other phases. Irreversible thermodynamics then gives a consistent and complete description of phase transitions in systems
that are in local equilibrium, but are far from global equilibrium. The interface features as an “additional 5lm” between the two 5lms
in the phases on both sides of the interface. We present how one can systematically set up the complete description, in which the three
“5lms” sum to one e>ective 5lm. The practical use of the description is indicated.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Phase transitions are central in many mechanical and
chemical engineering processes, see Taylor and Krishna
(1993). Take liquefaction of natural gas and distillation as
examples, to mention just two. Phase transitions take place
without global equilibrium in the system.
RHsjorde et al. (2001) and Olivier et al. (2002) stud-

ied phase transitions by nonequilibrium molecular dynam-
ics (i.e. NEMD). This method (see Hafskjold, 2002, for a
review) can deal with systems that are very far from global
equilibrium, in one system the gradient in temperature across
the system was 108 K=m (RHsjorde et al., 2000). An exam-
ple of a liquid and vapor in a temperature gradient, gener-
ated by NEMD simulations is shown in Fig. 1.
Confronted with the problem of having to describe 9uxes

of mass and heat, in industrial or other systems, one may
rightly ask: Do the normal thermodynamic relations for equi-
librium apply, and if they apply, how do we de5ne the
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variables? How do we de5ne the interface for the system
in Fig. 1, and how do we integrate across it? What are the
proper or most practical coeKcients of transport to use?
Phase transitions in industrial systems have since long

been described by the 5lm model (see Taylor and Krishna,
1993). For NEMD systems, there has been no systematic
procedure, until recently (RHsjorde et al., 2001). In this
work, we shall present a thermodynamic method that can be
regarded as a generalization of the 5lm model, to be used
with industrial as well as simulated systems with large gradi-
ents. We shall assume that there is local equilibrium every-
where in the system, in agreement with the surprising 5nding
of RHsjorde et al. (2000) and of Johannessen and Bedeaux
(2003), that this assumption also applies to the interface.
The theory that governs the transport phenomena is ir-

reversible thermodynamics. This theory was written for
homogeneous systems (de Groot and Mazur 1984; Kuiken,
1994; Taylor and Krishna, 1993; Kjelstrup and Bedeaux,
2001), and was further developed for heterogeneous systems
by Bedeaux et al. (1976), Bedeaux (1986) and Albano and
Bedeaux (1987). We shall see, that this theory allows
one to integrate through the interface, without assuming
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Fig. 1. A NEMD snapshot: liquid and vapor particles in a box with hot
ends and a cold center.

continuous intensive variables at the interface (i.e. phase
equilibrium or chemical equilibrium across the interface).
We start the paper with a description of the interface using

irreversible thermodynamics following the previous deriva-
tions (Bedeaux et al., 1976; Bedeaux, 1986; Albano and
Bedeaux, 1987). In the next section, we are then able to
discuss the 5lm model with an emphasis on the analogy be-
tween the 5lm model and our description of the interface.
The main result of this paper follows; it is called the inte-
grated interface approach, and applies to transport through
5lms on both sides of an interface and through the inter-
face itself in the normal direction. A discussion and conclu-
sion end the paper. The paper is based on an earlier report
(Bedeaux and Kjelstrup, 2003).

2. Irreversible thermodynamics for interfaces

An interface is the layer between two homogeneous
phases, see Fig. 1. Thermodynamic properties of the inter-
face were de5ned already by Gibbs (1961) by excess mass
and energy densities in the interface. Following Gibbs, we
also de5ne the location of the dividing interface, which
separates the homogeneous phases, such that the excess
interface concentration of a reference component is zero,
see Fig. 2. The interface is then a two-dimensional ther-
modynamic system with properties that are integrated out
in the x-direction and which are given per unit of inter-
face area. An example of such a determination is shown in
Fig. 3. The dependence on the coordinates y and z remains.

Fig. 2. Determination of the dividing Gibbs interface from the density
pro5le of a reference component A. The interface has position d. The
area under the curve between a and d is equal to the area above the curve
between d and b.

Fig. 3. Determination of the interface adsorption of B; �B (excess molar
density in Eq. (3)) from the integral of the density variation of B though
the interface. The position of the interface has already been determined.

We shall not consider this dependency here. This has been
done by other authors, see e.g. Tokarz et al. (2001).
An interface, like for instance the one between a liquid

and a vapor, may have a thickness that is not more than a
(few) nanometer(s). In the application of excess densities,
there is no reason to restrict oneselves to interfaces that are
so thin, however. In a polymer fuel cell, the carbon elec-
trode with platinum catalyst is a three phase interfacial re-
gion that extends a distance of 10 �m. This whole region
can also be described using excess quantities, like for in-
stance the excess platinum density. On an even larger scale,
one may in fact describe the whole atmosphere of the earth,
which is about 20 km thick, using excess densities of the
constituents of air. This leads to a two-dimensional picture
of the weather, very much like the one presented during
the weather forecast. The systematic method given by ir-
reversible thermodynamics for two-dimensional interfaces,
does not depend on the thickness of the surface in question.
A continuous (three-dimensional) analysis of the in-

terface is also possible. Such a description may be more
important when the transport processes are parallel to the in-
terface (see e.g. Hampe, 1981). The interface needs special
attention, because the possibilities for coupling of processes
are di>erent in heterogeneous and homogeneous phases.

2.1. Thermodynamic identities for interfaces

When excess interface densities are de5ned in the man-
ner given above, thermodynamic relations, like the 5rst and
the second law, apply for the densities (Gibbs, 1961). The
Gibbs equation for the total excess internal energy, U s, of
an interface in equilibrium is

dU s = T dSs + 
 d� +
n∑
i=1

�i dN s
i ; (1)

where Ss; � and N s
i are the total excess entropy, the

interface area and the total excess density of component
i. Furthermore T; 
 and �i are the temperature, the inter-
face tension and the chemical potential of component i,
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respectively. Gibbs–Duhem’s equation for the interface fol-
lows from Eq. (1):

0 = Ss dT + � d
+
n∑
i=1

N s
i d�i: (2)

For the interface, we need variables given per unit of in-
terface area. These are the excess internal energy density
us = U s=�, the adsorptions �i = N s

i =� and the excess en-
tropy density, ss =Ss=�. When we introduce these variables
into Eq. (1), we obtain Gibbs equation for the interface

dus = T dss +
n∑
i=1

�i d�i: (3)

The surface tension drops out as a variable in this equa-
tion, when the densities are used as variables. The Gibbs–
Duhem’s equation becomes

0 = ss dT + d
+
n∑
i=1

�i d�i: (4)

2.2. Local equilibrium for interfaces

We have so far considered an interface in global equi-
librium, i.e. the temperature and the chemical potentials
are constant throughout the system where the interface is
a part. We shall now move one step further, and introduce
the assumption of local equilibrium in the interface. For
an interface, we say that there is local equilibrium when
the local thermodynamic relations (3)–(4) are valid in each
point along the interface at any moment of time. Molecu-
lar dynamics simulations have supported the assumption of
local equilibrium in a one-component interface (RHsjorde
et al., 2000). Analyses using the van der Waals square
gradient equation have done the same (Johannessen and
Bedeaux, 2003). In both these investigations, a violation of
the normal thermodynamic relations was attempted, by ap-
plying an enormous temperature gradient or an enormous
mass 9ux to the system. In spite of the gradient being about
108 K=m (RHsjorde et al., 2000) or a mass velocity of 2 m=s
(Johannessen and Bedeaux, 2003), relation (3) was valid in
the interface.
The intensive thermodynamic variables for the interface,

indicated by superscript s, are, with this assumption, for
instance given by the derivatives

T s =
(
dus

dss

)
�j

and �sj =
(
dus

d�j

)
Ss ;�k

: (5)

Alternative de5nitions were given and tested by Johannessen
and Bedeaux (2003). The temperature and chemical poten-
tials, de5ned in this manner, depend only on the interface
excess variables, not on the value of the variables in the
phases close to the interface. By introducing these de5ni-
tions, we therefore allow for the possibility that the interface
has a di>erent temperature or chemical potential than the
adjacent homogeneous systems. An essential and surprising

aspect of the local equilibrium assumption for the interface
and the adjacent homogeneous phases is, that the tempera-
ture and chemical potentials on both sides of the interface
may di>er, not only from each other, but also from the val-
ues found for the interface.

2.3. The entropy balance for an interface

Consider next our interface between two phases i and o.
The origin of the x-axis coincides with the position of the
interface. The phase i is located on the left of the interface,
x¡ 0, and the phase o is located on the right of the inter-
face, x¿ 0. The change of the entropy in an interfacial area
element is a result of the 9ow of entropy in and out of the
interface element, and of the entropy production rate inside

d
dt
ss = J i;os − J o; is + �s; (6)

where J i;os is the asymptotic value of the entropy 9ux in the
adjacent phase i left of the interface and into the interface,
and J o; is is similarly the entropy 9ux in the phase o to the
right of the interface and out of the interface. We shall here
take all variables and 9uxes independent of y and z. Both
9uxes should be taken in a frame of reference in which the
interface is at rest. The 5rst (or the only) roman superscript
gives the phase, i, s or o in this case. The second superscript,
o or i, indicates a value close to phase o or i. The combination
i,o means therefore the value in phase i as close as possible
to the o-phase at the interface.
The excess entropy production rate is �s¿ 0. We can 5nd

explicit expressions for �s by combining (1) mass balances,
(2) the 5rst law of thermodynamics, and (3) the local form
of the Gibbs equation. We shall write �s as the product sum
of thermodynamic 9uxes and forces in the system in the
same manner as Bedeaux et al. (1976), Bedeaux (1986) and
Albano and Bedeaux (1987) for the case where we have
transport of heat and mass in the direction normal to the
interface.

2.4. The excess entropy production rate

The balance equation for the excess molar density of com-
ponent j is

d
dt
�j = J i;oj − J o; ij : (7)

The accumulation of component j is equal to the 9ux into
the interface, J i;oj , minus the 9ux out of the interface, J o; ij .
The 5rst law of thermodynamics for this interface is

dus

dt
= J i;oe − J o; ie : (8)

The change of the excess internal energy density of the
interface is given by the energy 9ux into the interface from
the left, J i;oe , minus the energy 9ux out of the interface to
the right, J o; ie . The frame of reference is still the interface
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at rest. These energy 9uxes are related to the sensible heat
9uxes by

J ie = J ′iq +
∑
j

hijJ
i
j and J oe = J ′oq +

∑
j

hoj J
o
j ; (9)

where hij and hoj are the partial molar enthalpy densities
of component j in the i- and the o-phases, respectively.
The measurable heat 9uxes are independent of the frame of
reference, see de Groot and Mazur (1984).
The time derivative of the entropy density is given by the

Gibbs equation in its local form

dss

dt
=

1
T s

dus

dt
− 1
T s

n∑
j=1

�sj
d�j
dt

: (10)

By introducing Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (10), and compar-
ing the result to entropy balance Eq. (6), we 5nd the excess
entropy production rate in the interface frame of reference
for this problem

�s = J i;oe

(
1
T s −

1
T i;o

)
+ J o; ie

(
1
T o; i −

1
T s

)

+
n∑
j=1

J i;oi

[
−
(
�sj
T s −

�i;oj
T i;o

)]

+
n∑
j=1

J o; ij

[
−
(
�o; ij
T o; i −

�sj
T s

)]
: (11)

This expression is the basis for the development of a practi-
cal set of 9uxes and driving forces for the interface and ad-
jacent regions in the absence of phase equilibrium. We see
that the assumption of a continuous temperature and chem-
ical potentials at the interface is equivalent to setting �s =
0. Experimental and computational evidence that are now
emerging, show that this assumption is not correct (RHsjorde
et al., 2001; Johannessen and Bedeaux, 2003).

2.5. Stationary states

We restrict the further analysis to stationary states. This
makes the description considerably simpler, since the energy
and mass 9uxes at the interface, in a frame of reference in
which the interface is at rest, are continuous

Je ≡ J ie = J oe and Jj ≡ J ij = J oj : (12)

As a consequence the excess entropy production simpli5es
to

�s = Je

(
1
T o; i −

1
T i;o

)
+

n∑
j=1

Ji

[
−
(
�o; ij
T o; i −

�i;oj
T i;o

)]

= Je�i;o

(
1
T

)
+

n∑
j=1

Ji
[
−�i;o

(�j
T

)]
: (13)

In the last equality, we introduced short notations for jumps
of a variable across the interface. In the stationary state,

neither the interface temperature nor the interface chemical
potential play a role for the transport, as they drop out of the
expression for �s. Wemay alternatively write this expression
using the measurable heat 9uxes. Here one must choose to
use either J ′i;oq or J ′o; iq . By choosing the one on the right-hand
side, we 5nd

�s = J ′o; iq

(
1
T o; i −

1
T i;o

)

+
n∑
j=1

Jj

[
−�o; ij (T i;o)− �i;oj (T i;o)

T i;o

]

= J ′o; iq �i;o

(
1
T

)
+

n∑
j=1

Jj

(
− 1
T i:o �i;o�j;T (T i;o)

)
:

(14)

When we use the heat 9ux in the o-phase, the chemical
potential di>erence should be calculated at the temperature
of the i-phase. Similarly, when we use the heat 9ux in the
i-phase, the chemical potential di>erence should be calcu-
lated at the temperature of the o-phase.
The excess entropy production is independent of the frame

of reference. Other expressions can thus be found. In most
applications, we apply the last form of the excess entropy
production rate. For the discussion in this paper both forms
are important, however.

2.6. Linear force–5ux relations for the interface

We are now in a position to write 9ux equations for the
interface. In the excess entropy production rate given by
Eq. (14) we have n + 1 independent force–9ux pairs. The
forces are�i;o(1=T ) and (−�i;o�j;T (T i;o)=T i:o) and the 9uxes
are J ′o; iq and Jj. The linear relations between these forces
and 9uxes are

�i;o

(
1
T

)
= rsqqJ

′o; i
q +

n∑
k=1

rsqkJk ;

−�i;o�j;T (T i;o)
T i;o = rsjqJ

′o; i
q +

n∑
k=1

rsjkJk : (15)

In a picture that shows the interface surrounded by a liquid
and a vapor 5lm, the forces in these equations appear as
jumps on a scale of �m. The variations in T and �j;T will
thus have a discontinuity at the interface, see Fig. 4. The
resistivity coeKcients in the matrix are excess resistivities
for the interface. They refer to the interface thickness. They
may depend on the interface temperature and composition,
but not on the driving forces. They are equally well de5ned
whether the mechanism of transport is by convection or
conduction.
The Onsager symmetry relations reduce the number of

independent resistance coeKcients to 1
2 (n + 1)(n + 2). A

two-component systems has thus six independent coeK-
cients. A problem is that the knowledge about interface
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Fig. 4. The variation in T and �T across a liquid 5lm, an interface, and
a vapor 5lm for a two component distillation.

coeKcients is rather limited. When the o-phase is a va-
por there are expressions due to kinetic theory (Pao, 1971;
Cipolla et al., 1974; Bedeaux et al., 1990, 1992). We refer
to Kjelstrup and de Koeijer (2003) for explicit expressions
for the interface coeKcients. Molecular dynamic simula-
tions for a one component liquid–vapor interface seems to
agree with kinetic theory for suKciently short-range inter-
action potentials (Kjelstrup et al., 2002). For longer range
potentials and for binary mixtures molecular dynamic sim-
ulations, which are far from 5nal, indicate that the kinetic
theory values are too small (Olivier et al., 2002).
In the stationary state, it is most convenient to use force–

9ux relations, that follow from Eq. (13), however

�i;o

(
1
T

)
= rseeJe +

n∑
k=1

rsekJk ;

−�i;o

(�j
T

)
= rsjeJe +

n∑
k=1

rs; ejk Jk : (16)

The resistivities in this matrix are given in terms of the
previous ones by

rsee = rsqq;

rsek = rske = rsqk − ho; ik r
s
qq;

rs; ejk = rs; ekj = rsjk − ho; ik r
s
jq − ho; ij r

s
qk + ho; ik h

o; i
j r

s
qq: (17)

This follows using Eq. (9). Using the expressions for
rsqq; r

s
qk = rskq; r

s
jk from kinetic theory one can then calculate

rsee; r
s
ek = rske; r

s; e
jk when the o-phase is a vapor. This makes

a transition between the formulations straight forward.
There is no knowledge at the present about similar coeK-

cients for phase transitions between two liquids, two solids
or between a liquid and solid.

2.7. Quantities of transfer

There are also relations between the so-called energies of
transfer, and heats of transfer (de Groot and Mazur, 1984),
and we shall now 5nd these for an interface with multicom-
ponent transport. When the temperature di>erence across the
interface is zero, the energy and heat 9uxes are

Je =
n∑
j=1

E∗
j Jj with T i;o = T o; i;

J ′i;oq =
n∑
j=1

Q∗i;o
j Jj with T i;o = T o; i;

J ′o; iq =
n∑
j=1

Q∗o; i
j Jj with T i;o = T o; i: (18)

E∗
j ; Q

∗i;o
j and Q∗o; i

j are the energy and heats of transfer.
Comparing this equation with Eqs. (15), (16), (9), (12) and
(17), it follows that

E∗
j =− rsej

rsee
= Q∗i;o

j + hi;oj = Q∗o; i
j + ho; ij ;

Q∗i;o
j = Q∗o; i

j + ho; ij − hi;oj ;

Q∗o; i
j =− rsqj

rsqq
: (19)

The measurable heat 9uxes are invariant to a change in the
velocity of the frame of reference. As a consequence
n∑
j=1

xi;oj E
∗
j = hi;o and

n∑
j=1

xo; ij E
∗
j = ho; i;

n∑
j=1

ci;oj Q
∗i;o
j =

n∑
j=1

co; ij Q
∗o; i
j = 0: (20)

Relations (19) and (20) apply also to the adjacent homoge-
neous phases, (see de Groot and Mazur, pp. 281–284). The
properties of transport refer to an interface at rest.

3. The �lm model

In the usual studies of mass and heat transport through a
interface, one uses the 5lm model. This model is well estab-
lished and worked out to great sophistication, see e.g. Taylor
and Krishna (1993). The model consists of two 5lms, one
on either side of the interface, through which the compo-
nents di>use to and across the interface. One also consid-
ers a heat 9ux through the 5lms. The coupling of mass and
heat 9ux is usually neglected. In this section, we present the
most general equations for the 5lm model and show how
the practical Maxwell–Stefan equations can be found.
The entropy production rate in the 5lms which are homo-

geneous phases, has been discussed by many authors, see for
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instance Kuiken (1994), Taylor and Krishna (1993). With
the energy 9ux as a basis, it is

� = Je

(
@
@x

1
T

)
+

n∑
j=1

Jj

(
− @
@x

�j
T

)
: (21)

We have suppressed the superscript i or o, indicating the
phase, as the expressions are the same in both phases. For
stationary states, the total energy 9ux, Je, and the molar
9uxes, Jj, are constant throughout the system. We already
used this property in the analysis of the interface above. This
makes it possible to integrate the entropy production across
the 5lm and obtain

�f = Je�f

(
1
T

)
+

n∑
j=1

Jj�f

(
−�j
T

)
; (22)

where �f (: : :) gives the di>erence of the quantity between
brackets across one 5lm (the value on the right-hand side
minus the value on the left-hand side). The resulting linear
laws are

�f

(
1
T

)
= rfeeJe +

n∑
k=1

rfekJk ;

−�f

(�j
T

)
= rfjeJe +

n∑
k=1

rf ; ejk Jk ; (23)

where the resistance matrix satis5es the Onsager symmetry
relations. The coeKcients refer to the 5lm thickness, and are
well de5ned by integration over the 5lm, since the 9uxes
are constant.
In the 5lm theory, the total energy 9ux is replaced by

the measurable heat 9ux on the right-hand side of the 5lm,
J ′frq , by introducing Eq. (9) into Eq. (22). The result is the
alternative expression

�f = J ′frq �f

(
1
T

)

+
n∑
j=1

Jj

[
�f

(
−�j
T

)
+ hfj�f

(
1
T

)]
: (24)

Here hfj are average partial molar enthalpies in the 5lm. In
writing Eq. (24) we assumed that the thickness of the 5lm is
so small that the variation of the enthalpies across the 5lm
is negligible. This statement clari5es what it means that a
5lm is thin.
Film thicknesses can vary between 0.01 and 0:1 mm in

a liquid 5lm and between 0.1 and 1:0 mm in a vapor 5lm
(Taylor and Krishna, 1993). In practice a choice is made that
5ts experimental data. The thin 5lm approximation implies
that the 5lm thickness is small, compared to the length scales
which follow from di>usion of mass and heat. The 5rst
characteristic length is given by the di>usion coeKcients
divided by the center of mass velocity. The second is given
by the thermal conductivity divided by the heat capacity at
constant pressure, times the center of mass velocity.

With the thin 5lm approximation, one may write Eq. (24)
as

�f = J ′frq �f

(
1
T

)
+

n∑
j=1

Jj

(
−�f�j;T

(
T 9
)

T 9

)
; (25)

where �f�j;T (T 9) is the di>erence of the chemical potential
across the box at the constant temperature T 9, the tempera-
ture at the left end of the box. For cases that the 5lm is too
thick for this approximation, we refer to Taylor and Krishna
(1993). The linear laws which follow from Eq. (25), are

�f

(
1
T

)
= rfqqJ

′fr
q +

n∑
k=1

rfqkJk ;

−�f�j;T (T 9)
T 9 = rfjqJ

′fr
q +

n∑
k=1

rfjkJk : (26)

The relations between the resistivities in Eqs. (23) and (26)
are

rfee = rfqq;

rfek = rfke = rfqk − hfkr
f
qq;

rf ; ejk = rf ; ekj = rfjk − hfkr
f
jq − hfj r

f
qk + hfkh

f
j r

f
qq; (27)

where the enthalpies are average values for the 5lm.
Using Eq. (21) one may also give a continuous descrip-

tion, in which gradients of 1=T and �=T are expressed in
the energy and mass 9uxes. It follows that the resistances
in Eq. (23) are the integrals of the resistances in the con-
tinuous description across the 5lm. The validity of Eq. (23)
is not restricted to the thin 5lm case, and can be used when
the thin 5lm approximation fails. This is the advantage of
Eq. (23).
In recent years the Maxwell–Stefan equations have be-

come the favorite way to describe di>usion in isothermal
multi-component mixtures. We will now transform Eq. (26)
into this popular form, and give the relation between the
resistances above and the Maxwell–Stefan di>usion coef-
5cients, which are much better known. First we rewrite
Eq. (26) into

J ′frq =
1
rfqq

�f

(
1
T

)
−

n∑
k=1

rfqk
rfqq

Jk ;

− �f�j;T (T 9)
T 9 =

rfjq
rfqq

�f

(
1
T

)

+
n∑

k=1

[
rfjk −

rfjqr
f
qk

rfqq

]
Jk : (28)

There is a heat 9ux due to the mass 9uxes across the 5lm,
the Dufour e>ect. The energies and heats of transfer of the
5lm are de5ned in the usual way, similar to the de5nitions
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given above. They are given, see Eq. (19), by

E∗f
j =− rfej

rfee
= Q∗f

j + hfj and Q∗f
j =− rfqj

rfqq
(29)

and satisfy, see Eq. (20),
n∑
j=1

xfj E
∗f
j = hf and

n∑
j=1

cfjQ
∗f
j = 0; (30)

where xfj ≡ cfj =c
f and cfj are the average mole fractions and

molar concentrations in the 5lm. Furthermore, we de5ne

$f

%f
≡ −T 9T fr

rfqq
and Rf

jk ≡ rfjk −
rfjqr

f
qk

rfqq
: (31)

Here $f is the harmonic average of the heat conductivity in
the 5lm for given mass 9uxes and %f is the thickness of the
5lm. Using these parameters Eq. (28) becomes

J ′frq =−$f

%f
�fT +

n∑
k=1

Q∗f
k Jk ;

−�f�j;T (T 9)
T 9 =−Q∗f

j �f

(
1
T

)
+

n∑
k=1

Rf
jkJk : (32)

Now we use the thermodynamic property
n∑
j=1

cfj�f�j;T (T 9) = 0: (33)

The thermodynamic forces are, as a consequence of
Eq. (33), not independent. This results, using also Eq. (30b),
in the following property of the coeKcients in Eq. (32):
n∑
j=1

cfj r
f
jk =

n∑
j=1

cfj r
f
kj = 0: (34)

Here we also used the Onsager symmetry relations. They
were proven experimentally for a two-component system by
Rowley and Horne (1978). The Maxwell–Stefan di>usion
coeKcients, Djk , are now de5ned by

rfjk ≡ − %fR
cfDjk

for j �= k: (35)

The diagonal coeKcients are found using Eq. (34). The
Maxwell–Stefan di>usion coeKcients are symmetric, Djk =
Dkj. The heats of transfer can be written in terms of the
thermal di>usion coeKcients, DT

j , such that they satisfy
Eq. (30), as

Q∗f
j ≡

n∑
k=1

RT 9xfk
Djk

(
DT
j

(fj
− DT

k

(fk

)
: (36)

Here (fj ≡ cfjMj is the average mass density in kg=m3

and Mj the molar weight in kg/mol of component j. Using
Eqs. (34)–(36) we can write linear laws (32) in a form

compatible with the Maxwell–Stefan equations:

J ′frq =−$f

%f
�fT

+
n∑

k;‘=1

cfRT 9xfkx
f
‘

Djk

(
DT
j

(fj
− DT

k

(fk

)
vf‘;

cfj�f�j;T (T 9)

%fT 9 =
n∑

k=1

cfRT 9xfj x
f
k

%fDjk

(
DT
j

(fj
− DT

k

(fk

)
�f

(
1
T

)

+
n∑

k=1

cfRxfj x
f
k

Djk

(
vfk − vjzf

)
; (37)

where vfj ≡ Jj=cfj is the average velocity of the jth compo-
nent in the 5lm. For the Maxwell–Stefan and the thermal
di>usion coeKcient one should also use average values.
The Maxwell–Stefan di>usion coeKcients are reasonably

well known thanks to a large e>ort by Krishna and coworkers
(Taylor and Krishna, 1993; Krishna and Wesselingh, 1997).
The heats of transfer are less well known. Approximate ex-
pressions have been given by Kempers (1989) and by Haase
(1990) for binary mixtures. Given these coeKcients and
the heat conductivity, one can 5rst calculate the resistances
rfqq; r

f
qk = rfjq; r

f
jk and then the resistances rfee; r

f
ek = rfje; r

f ; e
jk

for both 5lms. The coupling between heat and mass can al-
ternatively be described by a ratio of coeKcients, the degree
of coupling (Demirel and Sandler, 2002). More experiments
are still needed to determine the cross coeKcients.
Equations similar to Eq. (37), in which �f =%f is replaced

by a gradient and without the Latin superscripts, were given
by Taylor and Krishna (1993, p. 268), in the context of the
continuous description. In that case one may analogously to
the analysis given above obtain expressions for the resis-
tances ree; rek=rje; rejk . When the 5lm is not thin, this is the
appropriate procedure. As pointed out earlier in this section,
the resistances rfee; r

f
ek = rfje; r

f ; e
jk should then be obtained by

integrating ree; rek = rje; rejk across the cell.

4. The integrated interface approach

The important feature of the description of the 5lms
that we have given in the third section, is its complete
analogy with the description of the interface in the second
section. This makes an easy combination of the contribu-
tions possible. The 5lms on the two sides of the interface
plus the interface will then appear as three sequenced
interfaces. We show now how to combine these three inter-
faces into “one e>ective interface”. This approach may be
called the integrated interface approach. We shall see that
average coeKcients can be de5ned for the e>ective inter-
face, without any assumption of phase equilibrium at the
interface.
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In order to calculate the total di>erences of 1=T and �j=T
across both 5lms and the interface in between we write

�
(
1
T

)
≡ �i

f

(
1
T

)
+ �i;o

(
1
T

)
+ �o

f

(
1
T

)
;

�
(�j
T

)
≡ �i

f

(�j
T

)
+ �i;o

(�j
T

)
+ �o

f

(�j
T

)
: (38)

Using Eqs. (16) for the interface and Eq. (23) for both 5lms,
we 5nd

�
(
1
T

)
=
(
rf ; iee + rsee + rf ;oee

)
Je

+
n∑

k=1

(
rf ; iek + rsek + rf ;oek

)
Jk

≡ reeJe +
n∑

k=1

rekJk ;

− �
(�j
T

)
=
(
rf ; ije + rsje + rf ;oje

)
Je

+
n∑

k=1

(
rf ; i; ejk + rs; ejk + rf ;o; ejk

)
Jk

≡ rjeJe +
n∑

k=1

rejkJk : (39)

With these relations, we can now replace the 5lms and the
interface by an “e>ective interface”. This can be done, inde-
pendent of there being phase equilibrium between the liquid
and vapor. We have thus found a form that relates the over-
all forces of transport to the 9uxes that are constant through
the layer.
Again, one may use the physical heat 9ux in one of the

5lms rather than the constant energy 9ux. Using for instance
the physical heat 9ux in the 5lm on the right-hand side of
the interface, we 5nd by substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (39)

�
(
1
T

)
=

1
T fr;o − 1

T 9; i = rqqJ ′
fr;o
q +

n∑
k=1

rqkJk ; (40)

− ��j;T (T 9; i)
T 9; i =−�fr;o(T 9; i)− �9; i

T fr; i

= rjqJ ′
fr;o
q +

n∑
k=1

rjkJk : (41)

The relation between the heat 9ux-based coeKcients and the
energy 9ux based coeKcients are

rqq = ree;

rqk = rek + hokree;

rjk = rjk + hokrje + hoj rek + hokh
o
j ree: (42)

In the derivation we used constant enthalpies (referred to
a temperature between the temperature of the left, T 9; i,
and the one on the right, T fr;o). Using the expressions for
ree; rqk=rkq; rjk as sums of the contributions in the two 5lms

and the interface, cf. Eq. (39), and using furthermore the
expressions for these coeKcients in the 5lms, Eq. (27), and
at the interface, Eq. (17), we obtain average coeKcients for
the e>ective interface, that is the two 5lm layers with the
interface in between

rqq = rf ; iqq + rsqq + rf ;oqq ;

rqk = rf ; iqk + rsqk + rf ;oqk + (hok − hik)r
f ; i
qq ;

rjk = rf ; ijk + rsjk + (hok − hik)r
f ; i
jq + (hoj − hij)r

f ; i
qk

+(hok − hik)(h
o
j − hij)r

f ; i
qq : (43)

Again, all enthalpies have been taken at some average tem-
perature. For contributions on the right-hand side due to the
5lms, we gave expressions in the third section. Kinetic the-
ory (Cipolla et al., 1974; Bedeaux et al., 1990; Bedeaux
et al., 1992) has given values for the interface coeKcients,
which seem to be on the small side (Olivier et al., 2002).

5. Discussion and conclusion

We have thus generalized the well-established 5lmmodel,
and showed how all relevant coupling terms can be taken
into account. Transport equations can be written for an in-
terfacial region that consists of two homogeneous 5lms and
one interface sandwiched between them, in such a manner
that they can be integrated to give overall transport coeK-
cient for the series of layers. Explicit expressions for these
coeKcients were given in terms of contributions from the
5lms and from the interface. The formulation covers di>er-
ent mechanisms of transport, as the thermodynamic theory
does not deal with the mechanism. The representation using
the energy 9ux can always be integrated to give average re-
sistivities for the 5lms and for the interface, since the 9uxes
are then constant.
By using the theory of irreversible thermodynamics we

make sure that the description is in agreement with the
second law, and that the proper 9uxes are connected to the
proper forces. A premise for the use of irreversible ther-
modynamics is that the assumption of local equilibrium
holds true. This assumption has been taken as granted here,
with the support of recent simulation results (RHsjorde
et al., 2000) and analytical results (Johannessen and
Bedeaux, 2003). The system can be very far from global
equilibrium according to these investigators. It was shown
for instance that the 9ux–force relationships were linear for
a temperature gradient as big as 108 K=m, which means that
the equations therefore apply very far from global equilib-
rium. It is important to distinguish between local and global
equilibrium. Irreversible thermodynamics assume always
local equilibrium in any volume element in the system. The
distance of the total system from global equilibrium may
still vary largely. The range over which we must integrate
(the magnitude of the gradients), indicate the distance from
global equilibrium.
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The representation using the heat 9ux needs a di>erent
assumption to give constant coeKcients, namely that of a
constant enthalpy in the layer. The 9ux equations are linear
in the forces, even if this assumption does not hold true.
The coeKcients in the 9ux-force matrix are functions of the
state variables, however.
A procedure similar to the one above, was pioneered for

interfaces by Kjelstrup and de Koeijer (2003) in their de-
scription of distillation columns. The authors determined the
resistances of Eqs. (43). The set of equations was further
used for two phase 9ow through pipes by Olivier (2002). In
both cases the coupling of heat and mass 9uxes across the
interface was found to be of substantial importance for pre-
diction of the 9uxes. This is contrary to the usual assump-
tion about these systems. We therefore mean that the choice
of 9ux equations across an interface has a bearing on the
accuracy of the predictions one can make.
The actual contribution to the overall resistance from the

interface may be small (Kjelstrup and de Koeijer, 2003).
The proper form of the equations, makes this easy to check,
and to include all coupling e>ects. When the above pro-
cedure is followed, a systematic description of phase tran-
sitions is possible, and even relatively easy to integrate
in already existing routines. In the above derivations we
have used constant enthalpies to give the coeKcients of
Eqs. (43). The advantage of the representation that uses Je
instead of J ′q, is that the assumption of constant enthalpies
is not needed for integration across the 5lms. While repre-
sentations using Je may be good for analysis of molecular
dynamics simulations, representations using J ′q are better for
experiments.
We have here been dealing with transports perpendicu-

lar to the interface. In general, there may also be transports
along the surface. It was recently shown that possible di-
lation e>ects at liquid–liquid interfaces are small, and need
not be taken into account (Tokarz et al., 2001).

Notation

cj concentration, mol=m3

Dij interdi>usion of i in j; m2=s
DT thermal di>usion coeKcient, m2=s K
E∗ energy of transfer, J/mol
hi partial molar enthalpy, J/mol
i phase i, left of the interface
Je 9ux of internal energy, J=s m2

Ji 9ux of component, mol=s m2

J ′q 9ux of heat, J=s m2

JS 9ux of entropy, J=Ks m2

M molar mass, kg/mol
n number of components
N s
i mole of i in the interface, mol

o phase o, left of the interface
pi pressure, Pa
Q∗ heat of transfer, J/mol

riij resistivity coeKcient for phase i—for interaction of
force i with 9ux j

rsij resistivity coeKcient for interface—for interaction of
force i with 9ux j

R gas constant, 8:314 J=K mol
ss entropy density of interface, J=K mol m2

Si entropy, J=K mol
S∗i transported entropy, J=K mol
t time, s
T temperature, K
us internal energy density of interface, J=mol m2

U s internal energy of interface, J/mol
vj average velocity of j; m=s
xi mole fraction
x coordinate axis, m

Greek letters


 surface (interface) tension, Nm
� interface adsorption, mol=m2

% interface thickness, m
$i thermal conductivity of phase i, W/m
$s thermal conductivity of interface, W=m2

�i chemical potential of component i; J=mol
�i;T chemical potential at constant T; J=mol
( density, kg=m3

� entropy production rate, J=K2 m3

�s entropy production rate of interface, J=K m2

� interface area, m2
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